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InSync Transport Case Supports Up To 16 iPad Devices 

 

 

Berwyn, PA August 29, 2012 – PARAT Solutions, an innovative manufacturer of mobile 

computing charge and sync solutions, today announces the release of the new  InSync 

Transport Case to charge and synchronization up to 16 iPad devices. 

 

The InSync Transport Case is a portable and durable solution to charge, synchronize, secure 

and transport up to 16 Apple iPad devices and a 13" laptop.  Both compact and lightweight at 

just 26" x 20" x 15” and 39 lb., the case sports an extendable handle and smooth-rolling 

wheels to easily transport and store everything in tight spaces.  Using manual connections with 

the included Apple dock connector cables, the case accommodates any iPad generation.  The 

generous compartments are large enough to accommodate the devices with many types of 

heavy-duty covers (such as the PARASYNC iPad cover or similar).  InSync Transport Case 

product images and full product specifications are available on the company’s website. 

 

The product marks another step in the company’s objective to support the unique requirements 

of large-scale mobile device deployments, particularly for users in education, healthcare, 

hospitality, museums/cultural destinations and other enterprise applications.  The company is 

presently considering solutions to charge and manage other mobile OS devices running 

Android or Windows. 

 

According to Peter Jauss, Director of Sales at PARAT Solutions, “While this does not replace 

the convenience of our compact, cable-free PARASYNC for iPad charge and sync dock, it is a 

versatile solution that gives users flexibility to mix and match any iPad device generation and 

protective cover options.” 

 

PARAT Solutions develops “smart products for mobile computing” that charge, synchronize, 

store, transport and secure multiple mobile computing devices for large-scale deployments. 

 

For further information, please email press@paratsolutions.com or call 866-647-5976. 
 

Forward-Looking Statements  
This press release may contain forward-looking statements that involve risks and uncertainties. These forward-looking statements relate to, 

among other things, the expected performance, functionality and availability of our product, and other expectations, intentions and plans 

contained in this press release that are not historical fact. When used in this press release, the words "plan," "expect," "believe," and similar 
expressions generally identify forward-looking statements. These statements reflect our current expectations. They are subject to a number of 

risks and uncertainties, including, but not limited to, changes in technology and general market conditions. In light of the many risks and 

uncertainties we cannot assure readers that the forward-looking statements contained in this press release will be realized. 
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